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Los Angeles Kings Stanley Cup 2014 Champions In a coast-to-coast showdown for
hockey's biggest prize, the Los Angeles King--led by Jeff Carter, Brad Richards, and
Jonathan Quick--prevailed against Martin St. Louis, Henrik Lundqvist, and the New
York Rangers in five games. Catch all the fast-paced action in the race to the cup in
this official video retrospective filled with game highlights, exclusive interviews, and
more. Warner
Lego Chima Chi: Tribes and Betrayers The bottle for the CHI still rages in CHIMA.
Laval the Lion keeps struggling to reunite the tribes and to restore his friendship
with power-crazed Crocodile crown prince Cragger. But Cragger's cruel sister Croller
has lost faith in her brother, and now allies with the Wolves to dominate CHIMA. The
Wolves are ruthless in their raids, and soon they control the CHI, but CHI is meant to
be shared, and the delicate balance of the land is offset. Laval, Eris and Gorzan must
come up with increasingly desperate plans, reclaim the SHI, and keep the
earthquake - and windstore-plagued land together. Even worse, as the conflict
draws closer to its inevitable conclusion, new unknown forces from beyond CHIMA
begin to stir. Warner
The Legend of Shelby The Swamp Man Season One from History features some
choice adventures in the life of the one and only Shelby Stanga. After a hurricane
destroys his houseboat, Shelby travels 700 miles out of his comfort zone to find a
new home. What he gets is more than he bargained for, just like when he and his
friend Sheri are hired to deal with a swamp rat infestation. Shelby gets the job done,
but the results aren't always what you'd expect. And when the always resourceful
Shelby takes some city boys on a swamp tour to make money for his houseboat
payment, it's one wild ride that ends up in some troublesome territory. Finally,
Swamp Man celebrates his new home with a big housewarming party. All he has left
to do is roast a hog - if he can catch one! Lionsgate
Frankie & Alice A drama centered on a go-go dancer with multiple personality
disorder who struggles to remain her true self and begins working with a
psychotherapist to uncover the mystery of the inner ghosts that haunt her. Stars
Halle Berry, Stellan Skarsgård, Phylicia Rashad. Lionsgate
Swelter modern western! Four cons blast their way out of jail after a $100 million
Vegas heist and go in search their old accomplice, the only one of them who never
got caught. They find him, but the only catch is that he's got amnesia, and now he's
a sheriff in a podunk desert town. Well Go USA
The Railway Man Colin Firth and Nicole Kidman star in the remarkable
autobiography of Eric Lomax (Colin Firth), a British Army officer who is captured by
the Japanese during WWII and sent to a POW camp, where he is tormented and
forced to work on the Thai-Burma Railway. Decades later, still suffering the trauma of
his wartime experiences, Lomax and his wife Patti (Nicole Kidman) discover that the
Japanese interpreter responsible for much of his treatment is still alive and set out
to confront him, in this powerful and inspiring tale of heroism, humanity and the
redeeming power of love. Anchor Bay
Fading Gigolo John Turturro's Fading Gigolo centers on an elderly New York
bookstore owner (Woody Allen) who becomes a pimp when he turns his
middle-aged friend (Turturro) into a gigolo hoping to raise enough money when it
looks like their store is going to close. Eventually, they begin to make more money
than they ever expected. Millennium
Shogun Shogun is one of the most famous and award-winning television events in
history. From best-selling author James Clavell comes the sweeping story of love
and war, set against the brutal background of feudal Japan at the beginning of the
17th century. Richard Chamberlain stars as John Blackthorne, a sailor shipwrecked
off the coast of Japan, Rescued, he becoming Shogun - the supreme military
dictator. Blackthorne is irresistibly drawn to the magnificent Lady Markio, the
married confidant to Toranaga, while at the same time vying to become the
first-ever foreigner to be made a samurai warrior. For the first time on Blu-ray, this
landmark television event is packed with fascinating special features that take you
inside the spectacular world of Shogun. Paramount
Open Grave A man (Sharlton Copley, Elysium, District 9), wakes up in a pit of dead
bodies with no memory of who he is or how he got there. Fleeing the scene, he
breaks into a nearly house and is met at gunpoint by a group of terrified strangers,
all suffering from memory loss. Suspicion gives way to violence as the group starts
to piece together clues about their identities, but when they uncover a threat that's
more vicious - and hungry - than each other, they are forced to figure out what
brought them all together - before it's too late. Cinedigm
Ong Bak Trilogy Ong Bak: The Thai Warrior Tony Jaa, the fighting superstar
"destined for film's martial arts pantheon," (New York Daily News) electrifies as a
religious young warrior who swears an oath of peace. But when a gangster steals
the head of Ong-Bak, his village's deity, Ting heads for Bangkok to get it back. In a
film Time Magazine calls "exhilarating" with relentless, fever-pitched action free of
stunt doubles and specials effects, Jaa performs some of the most awesome
physical feats ever seen on film. Ong Bak 2: The Beginning Tony Jaa, the martial arts
master who "is as mesmerizing as ever" (Entertainment Weekly), stars in this epic
tale of revenge set hundreds of years in the past. This prequel to Ong-Bak: The Thai
Warrior takes Jaa's skills to the next level, showcasing him as a master of a wide
range of martial arts styles. "The beatdowns are epic, with several jaw-dropping set
pieces. The climactic scene qualifies as one of the best martial arts fight scenes ever.
Ong Bak 3: The Final Battle Ong Bak 3 picks up where Ong Bak 2 concluded. Tien is
captured and almost beaten to death before he is saved and bought back to the
Kana Khone villagers. There, he is taught meditation and how to deal with his Karma,
but very soon his arch rival returns challenging Tien for a final duel. Magnolia
Ping Pong Summer A socially awkward teen strives to improve his status by
mastering the game of table tennis during a family vacation in Ocean City, MD, in
1985. Radford "Rad" Miracle (Marcello Conte) is a shy adolescent on the precipice of
a summer he'll never forget. Shortly after arriving at the beach, his love of hip-hop
leads to a friendship with a fellow teen named Teddy. In no time, Rad and Teddy are
hanging out at the local arcade, and playing table tennis together. Trouble arises,
however, when a gang of wealthy bullies humiliate Rad in front of cute local Stacy
Summers (Emmi Shockley). Now, in order to prove his worth and win the girl, Rad
will learn to become a table-tennis champ the likes of which Ocean City has never
seen before. Millennium
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Mutant Ninja Turtles Cowabunga Classics Multiple dimensions, and formidable
foes, the shell-busting Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles were always ready with their
green machine justice! Relive 10 classic fan favorite episodes, featuring Raphael,
Donatello, Michaelangelo, and Leonardo as they battle arch enemies from this
dimension and beyond in their continued mission to keep the world safe. Grab a
slice of "Cowabunga" and travel back to the sewers of this mutant-packed series!
Lionsgate
The Suspect A North Korean agent defects to the South to avenge the deaths of his
wife and daughter, and goes on the run after being framed for the killing of a
high-profile CEO in this action thriller from 7 DAYS director Won Shin-Yun. Ji
Dong-chul (Gong Yoo) is a man without a country. For years he laid his life on the
line for North Korea, but now his country has forsaken him. When his wife and
daughter are murdered, Ji ventures to the South to punish the parties responsible.
Landing a job as a driver in order to lie low, Ji is forced to flee for his life after he is
accused of killing the company CEO. Now, before Ji can punish the people
responsible for destroying his family, he must first clear his name by teaming with a
reporter to get to the bottom of the vast conspiracy that has every cop in South
Korea hot on his trail. Well Go USA
Mythbusters Collection 11 brings you 10 episodes and more than 7 hours of
scintillating scientific mayhem. The MythBusters, including their fearless leaders
Jamie Hyneman and Adam Savage, serve up their share of explosive entertainment,
blowing up myths with bazookas, RPGs, C4, and even a toilet bomb. But no
collection would be complete without things that drive and fly, hence the rigorous
test-driving of some "green" machines, a duct tape airplane, and did we mention
the rocket sled? Of course, these guys aren't only about speed and explosions. So in
the name of science, they attempt to create a megascale Newton's cradle with...
wrecking balls?! Strape yourself in for this thrill-a-minute ride where the elements of
science and imagination collide to create the unique compound we've come to
know as MythBusters. Discovery.
Dragonwolf The Devil's Cauldron, a city where depravity and violence has forged a
society in which only the lethal and callous can survive, two young men who
possess the intellect and ferocity to flourish, carve a name for themselves as the
most efficient and unstoppable hit men. Side by side, these two brothers are the
deadliest killers, feared by even the most evil criminals. But when a woman of rare
beauty mysteriously enters the brother's lives she blinds them with her sweet
promises and turns them against each other. Well Go USA
Sacrament follows two journalists as they set out to document their friend's
journey to find his missing sister. They travel to "Eden Parish," a self-sustained
utopia. At the center of this small, religious, socialist community is a mysterious
leader known only as "Father." As their friend reunites with his sister, it becomes
apparent to the newcomers that this paradise may not be as it seems. What started
as just another documentary shoot soon becomes a race to escape with their lives.
Magnolia
Californicaion Season 7 Final Season The final season will find Hank joining the
writer's room as his never-released film Santa Monica Cop now becomes a
television series of the same name. He's riled frequently by his boss, the show's
old-school executive producer Rick Rath (Michael Imperioli), and his fellow writing
team members. But he's thrown by the reemergence of old friend Julia (Heather
Graham), whose arrival causes chaos in Hank's already hectic life, and with his on-off
relationship with Karen (Natasha McElhone) Paramount / CBS
Shark Week: Predator of the Deep This Discovery Channel fan-favorite risks life and
limb-quite literally-to bring you the ultimate up-close look at these captivating
creatures. You'll witness the bite of a Great White and see the human lives left in its
wake. You'll take a terrifying trip on a flimsy life-raft deep into shark-infested waters.
And you'll take an unforgettable ride on the Great White Highway and peer into the
inky black eyes of its mysterious travelers. Plus, in honor of Shark Week's 25th
anniversary, we'll dive in deep to deliver the eeriest encounters and biggest bites in
Shark Week history. So pull up a steel-caged chair and relax as hundreds of hungry
sharks converge to claim their undisputed title as the ocean's apex predator. This
nature documentary takes an in-depth look at the lives and hunting practices of
wild sharks. Discovery
BeyBlade: First Season Tyson Granger, a young boy, and his friend Kenny enter the
Japanese Regional Qualifying Beyblade Tournament. There, Tyson meets new
players and organizes a team called the Bladebreakers in order to win the Beyblade
World Championship. They compete with spinning tops called Beyblades (which
hold beasts inside them), forge friendships and create opponents along the way.
Lego Ninjago: Rebooted: Battle For New Ninjago City Season Three Part One
Victory in the Final Battle between the Gold Ninja and the Overlord has ushered in a
new era of peace and begun a technological renaissance. Time has passed and the
Ninja have become obsolete in this new hi-tech world. Just when they think all is
safe in Ninjago, they're called back into action when the reclusive inventor Cyrus
Borg warns them the Overlord has survived as a digital virus and is trapped within
the Digiverse. The Ninja will learn the Overlord seeks to steal Lloyd's golden power
to enable him to escape his digital prison and reign as the great prophesized
destructor, "The Golden Master." And to aid his villainous plot, he's created a new
technological menace more powerful than any foe the Ninja have ever faced Nindroids. Warner
Quicksand In a somewhat perverse bit of casting, Mickey Rooney stars opposite the
inimitable Peter Lorre in this gem of a noir. Rooney plays a mechanic named Dan, a
naive young man who fancies himself something of a ladies man. He begins his
descent into the world of crime when he falls for a blonde named Vera (Jeanne
Cagney), whom he promises an expensive date. Unfortunately, Dan is a bit short on
cash, so he takes $20 from his shop's register and spends it all, thinking he'll be able
to replace it before anyone notices. When he can't, Dan begins a downward spiral
that starts with petty crime but quickly turns into something much worse. Film
Chest
Fear in the Night A film noir-ish shocker in which average Joe Vince Grayson (De
Forest Kelley) dreams he murders someone and wakes up to find it may not have
been a dream. Based on the story Nightmare by Cornell Woorlich and refilmed
under that title in 1956, this is worth it for the clever plot twists alone. Film Chest
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Aerial America: Southwest Collection A Smithsonian Channel production, featuring
an aerial view of Arizona and Nevada's great beauty. The Grand Canyon is one of the
seven natural wonders of the world, but it's just one of many breathtaking marvels
you'll find in Arizona. Explore the Copper State's remarkable history and its
awe-inspiring landscapes, spectacular sunsets and infamous gunfights. From
Tombstone to tent jails, from the Valley of the Sun to lost cities of gold. Nevada is
known as a Wild West state that's still a little wild, but there's much more to this ancient
desert land than the City of Sin. This aerial tour highlights Nevada's vital role in the
shaping of America, from the mines and ghost towns of its gold and silver rush, to its
icon of American ingenuity: the Hoover Dam. An aerial tour of the Southwestern
United States profiles the region's rich history. Inception
Stage Fright In this genre-bending Glee-meets-Rocky Horror musical comedy - a
starry-eyed teenager (Allie MacDonald) wants to follow in her mother's (Minnie Driver)
footsteps and become a Broadway diva; but instead, she's stuck working in the kitchen
of her step-father's (Meat loaf Aday) snobby performing arts camp. Determined to
change her destiny, she sneaks in to audition for the summer showcase landing the
lead role. However, just as rehearsals begin, blood starts to spill, and Camilla finds
herself terrorized by a homicidal masked killer. Magnolia
Whistlefritz French for Kids Parlez-vous cha, cha, cha? From samba and merengue to
rhumba and reggae, irresistible world music rhythms add an exciting twist to learning
French with this spirited 15-song collection from Whistlefritz, the award-winning
producers of language immersion CDs and DVDs for children. Sung entirely in French
by acclaimed singer Lynn Veronneau and set to a diverse array of Latin and Caribbean
rhythms by versatile bandleader and composer Didier Prossaird, Cha, Cha, Cha will get
children on their feet singing and dancing along to colorful arrangements of beloved
traditional songs (Bingo, Sur le Pont D'Avignon) and lively originals that teach about
numbers, the days of the week, the months, the seasons, and more. This wildly fun
collection makes learning to speak French as easy and natural as un, deux, trois.
Cedar Cove Andie MacDowell stars as Judge Olivia Lockhart who is considered the
community's guiding light in the picturesque, coastal town of Cedar Cove, Washington.
But like everyone else, Olivia fights the uphill battle of balancing career with family and
finding love, all while doing her best to care for the township she calls home. Cinedigm
Wringles An elderly man suffering the beginnings of dementia moves into a
retirement home, where he is befriended by a cynical rogue who enjoys playing tricks
on his neighbors. As the newcomer adjusts to his surroundings, he begins to suspect
that his friend might be aiming to cause more harm than simple pranks. Cinedigm
The Magic School Bus Takes a Dive This 3-episode animated collection for children
features educational topics such as tidal zones, wetlands, and coral reefs, and includes
the bonus episode "The Magic School Bus For Lunch". Cinedigm
Eleanor's Secret A young boy learns about the power of the written word in this
fantasy from French animator Dominique Monfery. When their offbeat Aunt Eleanor
passes away, two children are willed gifts from her estate. Angelica is given an antique
doll, while Nat receives the keys to his aunt's secret library, which contains rare first
editions of some of the world's best-known children's books. Nat has no interest in
reading and hasn't bothered to learn how; he feels like he's been gypped, and lets his
folks sell the collection to the mysterious Mr. Pickall in order to pay for repairs to their
home. But Nat learns there's more to the library than he thought when suddenly the
characters come to life and tell him that unless he can read a magical incantation
printed in one of the books, the characters will vanish and their stories will be lost for
all time. After an encounter with a devious witch, Nat is transported to the world of the
fairytale characters, and in cahoots with Alice From Wonderland and The White Rabbit,
he looks for a way to rescue the books from Mr. Pickall and keep the stories alive.
Cinedigm
Anna A man with the power to guide people back into their memories seeks to
determine whether a troubled teenage girl is a cunning sociopath, or the anguished
victim of repressed suffering in this mind-bending psychological thriller. John (Mark
Strong) has a unique gift for exploring other people's memories a talent that he used
to assist in police investigations until the day he suffered a stroke during a particularly
intense session. He's never been the same since, and after his wife dies, John is left
destitute and alone. Later, when John happens across the unusual case of Anna (Taissa
Farmiga), the highly intelligent scion of a wealthy family who is currently staging a
hunger strike, he senses an opportunity to once again use his powers for good. Now
the deeper John probes into Anna's mystery-shrouded past, however, the more he
begins to suspect that she's a master manipulator, and that she could be guiding him
down a very dangerous path. Vertical
Ace Wonder A typical day in Willow, pouring rain. It always rains in times like this. A
man told me that heaven was crying that day. Maybe so. But heaven's tears were cold.
So many stories begin with a dead man, it's become a cliche. A dark alley, a smoking
gun, and a thousand lingering memories remain to haunt us. But this time, there was
no smoking gun, no dark alley, only those unanswered questions. It might have
frightened the average kid, but not me. I live for this sort of thing. My name's Ace
Wonder, P.I., and I'm about to take on my first real case. Stars Gator Moore, Derek
Moreland, Jeff Moreland. Inception
Around The Block Christina Ricci An impassioned American drama teacher in Sydney,
Australia uses Shakespeare to show a troubled Aboriginal student that his options
aren't as limited as they appear in this inspirational drama starring Christina Ricci. Dino
Chalmers (Ricci) is a devoted educator who believes that the works of Shakespeare are
as relevant today as they were when he was still alive and turning out his best work.
When Dino s offered the opportunity to work at an inner-city school in Sidney, she
determines to show the at-risks youths that there is more to life than their squalid
surroundings suggest. In time, Dino forges a friendly bond with 16-year-old Liam, a
student from the rough-and-tumble Sydney suburb of Redfern. Meanwhile, the
simmering tensions between indigenous and non-indigenous Australians begin to
boil over, prompting the idealistic teacher Random/Cinedigm
Garfield Show: Best Friends Forever Laughs are a cat’s best friend! Where he goes, fun
and great times are sure to follow—along with his group of hilarious pals. Join
Garfield’s furry adventures in these six animated episodes from the sidesplitting hit
series. Whether he’s chasing mice, being blamed for Odie’s blunders, searching for his
favorite teddy, or helping the neighborhood critters avoid a new dog-catching robot,
Garfield guarantees a silly good time will be had by all! Cinedigm
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Trust Me Clark Gregg leads an all-star cast in this sharp comedy as Howard Holloway, a
down-on-his luck agent for child actors and truly one of the last good guys left in
Hollywood. After discovering a 13-year-old acting prodigy (newcomer Saxon
Sharbino), he is poised to close the deal of a lifetime which would catapult his tween
client and, at long last, himself, into the big time. With the support of his gorgeous new
neighbor (Amanda Peet), he must wrangle the actress' volatile, overprotective father
(Paul Sparks), dodge a scheming producer (Felicity Huffman), and outwit his uber-slick
nemesis (Sam Rockwell). As he arrives on the brink of the Hollywood dream that's
eluded him for a lifetime, he begins to sense that his innocent young starlet may not
be quite what she seems. Also featuring Allison Janney, William H. Macy and Molly
Shannon. Starz/Anchor Bay
Only Lovers Left Alive The tale of two fragile and sensitive vampires, Adam (Tom
Hiddleston) and Eve (Tilda Swinton), who have been lovers for centuries. Both are
cultured intellectuals with an all-embracing passion for music, literature and science,
who have evolved to a level where they no longer kill for sustenance, but still retain
their innate wildness. Their love story has endured several centuries but their
debauched idyll is threatened by the uninvited arrival of Eve's carefree little sister Ava
(Mia Wasikowska) who hasn't yet learned to tame her wilder instincts. Driven by
sensual photography, trance-like music, and droll humor, Jim Jarmusch's Only Lovers
Left Alive is a meditation on art, science, and the mysteries of everlasting love. Sony
Triad College-educated Harvard decides to become a gangster. He is promoted
through the ranks, then heads his own team. As Hong Kong prepares for its 1997
handover, Harvard works with the police to ensure survival of his gang. His former boss
BJ helps him out and they swear friendship. Harvard is able to move along with the
times, cashing in on trends just ahead of the authorities. He gets into businesses
beyond their jurisdiction, particularly intenet pom. Harvard goes legitimate, getting rid
of the violent aspects of gangsterhood, alienating the fighters and those who cannot
adapt. Harvard decides to resolve a gangland power struggle by himself but discovers
that theperson betraying him is …Well Go
Lucky In Love Mira Simon has a definite idea of what her fantasy life entails: the perfect
job, the perfect house and the perfect man. After a few innocent April Fool's jokes,
Mira's dream life starts becoming a reality, and she soon realizes living her fantasy may
not be all that it's cracked up to be. Stars Jessica Sznohr, Benjamin Hollingsworth &
Deidre Hall. Directed by Kevin Fair. Hallmark / Cinedigm
My Gal Sunday A newlywed couple proves their crime-solving prowess when their
political ties and successful private-eye business suddenly puts them in grave danger.
When their parents are taken hostage by a vengeful kidnapper looking for justice for
the wrongful murder conviction of his brother, the duo must work together to uncover
the clues that will save their parents' lives and put their own on the line. Stars Rachel
Blanchard, Cameron Mathison & Jack Wagner. Directed by Kristoffer Tabori. Hallmark /
Cinedigm
NCIS: Los Angeles 5th Season In the high-octane drama NCIS: Los Angeles, Season Five
raises the threat level for the nation's most elite squad of agents. Team leader Special
Agent "G" Callen (Chris O'Donnell) and his partner Sam Hanna (LL Cool J) - a former
U.S. Navy SEAL who's seen action in both Afghanistan and Iraq -are chameleons who
have mastered the art of undercover operations. Alongside Callen and Sam are Special
Agent Kensi Blye (Daniela Ruah), LAPD liaison Marty Deeks (Eric Christian Olsen), NCIS
Assistant Director Owen Granger (Miguel Ferrer) and Operations Manager Henrietta
"Hetty" Lange (Academy Award winner Linda Hunt). Even Ops experts Eric (Barrett Foa)
and Nell (Renee Felice Smith) get in on the action as they step away from their
computers and into the line of fire. Together, the NCIS team puts the pedal to the metal
to stop a mastermind from bombing a train, solves a top-secret vaccine-related
murder, and embarks on a rescue mission in Afghanistan to save one of their own. With
access to the most advanced technological gadgets, this tight-knit unit relies on each
other to take down the nation's most dangerous criminals, ensuring justice for all in
this 6-disc, 24-episode DVD set! Paramount/CBS
NCIS: Season 11 Season 11 of the hard-hitting drama NCIS takes action to greater
heights. With 24 adrenaline-packed episodes, Special Agent Jethro Gibbs (Mark
Harmon) continues to guide the elite unit from the Naval Criminal Investigative Service
into dangerous waters in order to protect the nation from biological attacks, hospital
bombings and an unpredictable terrorist group known as "The Brotherhood of
Doubt." This season, the NCIS team is tested like never before when one of their own is
taken hostage by a terrorist at large and the mysterious re-emergence of the infamous
Privileged Killer takes the team to New Orleans for a thrilling, two-part episode.
Co-starring Michael Weatherly, Sean Murray, Pauley Perrette, Rocky Carroll, Brian
Dietzen, David McCallum and Emily Wickersham as new team member Ellie Bishop the NCIS crew is back and stronger than ever! Paramount/CBS
Baby Blues A new home brings a fresh start for Hao (Raymond Lam) and Tian Qing
(Janelle Sing), a happily married couple who soon discover she's pregnant with twin
boys. But when a difficult delivery leaves the couple with only one son alive, Tian is
consumed with grief and postpartum depression. These "Baby Blues" weave an
obsessive attachment to a baby doll, presumably abandoned by the previous owner.
Before long, mysterious accidents grow into violent episodes that threaten the entire
family - and one neighbor's warnings about a curse on their home becomes
terrifyingly real. Well Go
Baseball's Greatest Games New York Yankees Post Season Heroics The most recent of
the Yankees dynasties was very special, displaying not only dominance, but incredible
heroics. From pitching duels and walk-off home runs to one of the most shocking
defensive plays you will ever see, these four legendary games are in one boxed set for
the first time ever. Experience each game with two audio channels, TV broadcast and
Yankees radio - reliving every moment with unrivaled color and context. A&E
The Millers First Season NEWSFLASH: Reporter Nathan Miller (Will Arnett) is newly
divorced and ready to live the single life! But when Nathan's parents Tom (Beau
Bridges) and Carol (Margo Martindale) decide that after 43 years of marriage they're
also ready to live the single life, Nathan suddenly finds himself with a new roommate his mother. While Nathan deals with Carol's constant meddling an her annoying
tendency to always be right, Nathan's sister Debbie (Jayma Mays) has to babysit the
overly laid-back Tom and his annoying tendency to set the kitchen on fire. From online
dating to meeting the President, it's one hilarious mishap after another in this
23-episode, 3-disc set of The Millers First Season. Paramount

